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make health the only or the principal object of life, but
health coupled with a useful and active existence.
What are the principal rules of learning? (i) Educa-
tion must begin in the springtime of life \ (2) the morning
hours are the best for study; (3) all subjects of study must
be carefully proportioned to the age and capacity of the
learner. Then we must have all the appliances of study
close at hand—books, models, and Cables. In school
books we must take care that the matter precedes the
form j that is, that the concrete comes before the abstract
So we must learn things before words, and words before
grammar. We must learn the details of an art or science
before its principles, we must learn examples before
rules. Again, attendance at the school must be constant,
as interruptions hinder learning, and we must take care
not to teach our pupil what he is not fit to learn. We
must not teach too many things at a time in hopeless
confusion. This would be like a baker who is always
opening his oven to put in new loaves, or a shoemaker
who tried to make five pairs of shoes at once. We must
not overburden the memory. Understanding comes
first, then memory, then speed?. In teaching it is best
first to give a general sketch of the whole subject, then
to give rules and examples, then the exceptions to the
rules, and, lastly, detailed explanations. In teaching we
must not proceed by leaps, but must divide our studies
into classified grades, so that the earlier may prepare the
way for the later. We must so arrange matters that every
year, every month, every day, every hour, has its ap-
pointed task. The school must be in a quiet place, free
from noise and disturbance, and non-attendance must be
strictly discouraged. We must guard children against
books and companions likely to do them harm. Such
axe the rules for learning surely.

